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COMMENTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVERSITATIS CAROLINAE 
28,3 (1987) 
INFLATED MAPPINGS FOR SINGULARITIES 
OF CODIMENSION * 2 
V lad imir JANOVSKY, DaSa JANOVSKA 
Abstract: Singularit ies of an imperfect bifurcation problem F(u . ^ ,oc)=0 
of codimention •* 2 are related to simple roots of auxil iary operators ( i n f l a -
ted mappings). A l l generic cases are discussed. 
Key words: Imperfect bifurcation problems, organizing centre, c l ass i f i -
cation, numerical approximation. 
Classif ication: 47H15, 65315, 58C27, 14B05 
-•• Introduction. Let U and Y be Banach spaces. We consider an operator 
FjUxIR^xlKk—**Y. In a bifurcation context, the variable x of F=F(x) is a 
t r i p l e x=(u,^,oc) where u is the state variable, A is a control parameter 
and oc is the parameter of an imperfection. 
A point x 0=(u 0 , ^ 0 » o O is called the singular point of F i f 
(1.1) F(xo)=0 
(1.2) dim Ker Fu(x0)=m>l 
where F is the partial Fr§chet derivative of F (at x ) w.r.t. the variable 






We assume F (x ):U—«*Y to be Fredholm operator with index zero and 
F€.C°°(X,Y) where X is a neighbourhood of x . 
The singular point x satisfying (1.1), (1.2) is not isolated in general. 
There is an idea to seek for "the most singular" point x which is locally a-
vailable. Such a point is called an organizing centre of the operator F. In 
fact, the knowledge of an organizing centre makes it possible to describe 
(at least qualitatively) the solution sets 
Srf* i(u,;0:F(u, A , O G ) = 0 , ( U , * ) close to (un, *)} w u u 
for all parameters oC close to oc . 
The organizing centre could be linked with a simple root of an auxili-
ary operator T which is defined by means of F and its partial derivatives. 
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It is used to call such an operator $ the inflated mapping of F. 
The classification of organizing centres is developed in terms of singu-
larities of the germs of smooth mappings g: H\mx E^x IR^—• IRm, see [ 1 ] . It 
is assumed that g is the operator of a bifurcation equation to the problem 
(1,1), In 123, we have suggested a very simple idea to transform the defin-
ing conditions for a particular singularity of g into defining conditions of 
the relevant organizing centre x ( i . e . into a definition of 3 0 . 
In this%paper, we demonstrate the idea assuming that the particular sin-
gularity of the bifurcation equation has codimension less than or equal to 
two. This condition means a restriction on the complexity of the structure 
which is simulated by the equation F(u, A,oo )=0 . 
2, Reduction to a bifurcation equation . Let us recall basic ideas of 
Liapunov-Schmidt reduction of the equation ( 1 . 1 ) . 
First, we choose a linear bounded operator L:U-—> R fulfilling the 
following property: If veKer F (x ) and Lv=0 then v=0. Then we define a pro-
jection 
ITjU—^Ker Fy(xo) 
satisfying the following implication: If ueU then TTu=v&Ker Fu(x0) and Lv= 
=Lu. Let TT0 be the complement of TT , i.e. TTC=I-TT(I is the identity U —> 
- * U ) . We set W=TTC(U), i.e. W=-i veU:Lv=0{. 
Let ft(r"u(x0))
 De ttre range of F (x ) ; the range is closed. There exists 
a bounded projection 
Q:Y-^&(F u(x 0)). 
Let Qc be its complement. Then we can split Y so that 
Y=fl(Fu(x0))eQ
C(Y) 
where both components are closed and dim Qc(Y)=dim Ker F (x )=m. 
For each re.Y there exists a unique zeU such that F (x )z=Qr, Lz=0. By 
setting F (x )r=z, a linear bounded operator 
(2.1) Fu(x0)*Y-*W 
is defined. Note that F (x ) is an infinite dimensional analogue of the pre-
scribed range/null space generalized inverse, see [63. 
The condition (1.1) is reduced to a so called bifurcation equationv see 
the coming (2.3): Assuming (v, C\,oc)eKer ^ ( ' O x ' R - x lRk, we define weU 
to be the solution to 
(2.2) QF(w+v,a,oc)=0, Lw=0 (i.e. w e W ) . 
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The Implicit Function Theorem yields 
w=w(v,ft,oO, weC^tT-Jir) 
where 1/c Ker F u ( * 0 ) * ^i>< R j< and Vfc W are neighbourhoods of (Ttu , A , oc ) 
and TTcu respectively. 
Define U= 4 ( u , * ,oc):(TTu, A,oc) €. 1f , TTcu B W . it can be concluded 
that 
F(u,A,oc)=0, (u,A,oc) e ft 
i f and only i f 
(2.3) g(v,ft ,oc)=0, ( v , A , c c ) e i r 
where 
(2.4) g(v,^,oc)=QcF(v+w(v,A,oo),A,o&). 
Since both Ker Fu(x0) and Q
C(Y) can be ident i f ied with 8<m, g could be 
understood as a germ of a C00-mapping 
g : l R f n x l R 1 K R k - ^ t R f n 
centred at (v , & 0 , o c ) , where v =TTu . 
3. Classification by codimension. Let us define a gerro h=h(v,A) of 
C ̂ -mapping 
h : f t xJR,— . - - f l? 
m 1 m 
centred at (vQ, A Q ) such that h(v,A )=g(v, A ,oc0). Thus, g=g(v, A,oc) is a 
k-parameter unfolding of the germ h. The unfolding parameter oc is assumed 
to be close to oc . 
We recall the concept of codimension (notation: codim) of the gerro h. 
We refer to [13, p. 121, for the rigorous definition. Roughly speaking, codim 
equals the least number of the unfolding parameters which could describe all 
qualitatively substantial perturbations of h. 
Codimension is related to the singular point (v , A ) and the germ h 
itself. Because of the link between h and g, we relate the same codimension 
to the singular point (v , ft ,oCQ) of g. 
Let us assume codim £ 2. As shown in LlJ, Theorem 2.1, p. 400, this im-
plies 
a) ro=l, i.e. h: IR^x R ^ — ^ 1 ^ (nomenclature of the case: "bifurca-
tion from a simple eigenvalue") 
b) there are just six classes of singularities (vQ,3( ) of h: IR*—> IR, 
having codim -*-2, namely 
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Table 1: Classification of singularities (codim &2) 
Case No nomenclature codim 
(i) limit point 0 
(ii) simple bifurcation or an isola centre 1 
(iii) hyteresis point 1 
(iv) pitchfork 2 
(v) quartic fold 2 
(vi) asymmetric cusp 2 
Each of the singularities listed above has to satisfy a set of defining 
conditions and some nondegeneracy conditions, see [1], Table 2.3, p. 198. 
These conditions can be viewed as definitions of (v , & ) and, because of the 




, OCQ) in particular cases (i) -
(vi): 













Case No opeгatoг G: iRjX ţR^x 
( i ) 6 » ( g , g v ) 
(Ш G «(g,gv ,gÄ ) 
( i i i ) G s(g,gv,gvv) 
( iv) G m(g,gv,gÄ»gvv) 
(v) G s (g,g v ,g y v ,g v v v ) 
(v i ) 6 «<g,gv,g îVdet D
2g) 
f -w»BvA V D<g= _ 
Table 3: Nondegeneracy conditions for singularities of codim 4*2 
Case No rtondegeneracy conditions at (vQ, AQ, cCQ) 
(i) gvv^o» g**o 
(ii) gvv*0, det D
2g+0 
(iii) gvvv^0, g^+0 
(iv) gvvv^0, g^+0 
(v) gvvvv*o, g ^ O 
(vi) gvv*0, -Sj g(v0+bt, *0+t, <*o)4-0 at t=0 
where b= -gvA /gyv 
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We resume that each particular singularity (v , A0,cc0) is a root of some 
operator 
G: IRĵ x IRxx IRk—>1R£ . 
One can check that if k=codim then >£=k+2; for, compare Z and codim of Table 
2 and Table 1. 
Our aim is to have G regular at (v , A 0, acj in order to determine 
(v , ̂ 0 « c ) locally uniquely. To this end, we shall assume g to be a universal 
unfolding of h (foroc being close to oc ) . We refer to [13, p. 121, for the 
exact definition. The following remarks can elucidate the definition slightly: 
a) k=codim 
b) the solutions (v,^ ) to the equation 
h(v,A)+ a small perturbation (v,A )=0 
are "qualitatively the same" (in the sense of the so called contact equivalen-
ce) as the solutions (v,a) to the equation g(v,A,otO=0 for an at beirtg close 
to oC ; note that only those (v,^)'s are considered which are close enough to 
<v V-
Proposition 1. Let g be a universal unfolding of h. Let us assume k^ .2 
(i.e., m=l and the singularity (v , A Q ) is classified by one of the cases (i) 
- (vi) in Table 1). Then the appropriate mapping 
G: IRjX IRjX R k—>(R 
see Table 2, is regular at (v , A , ©c0), i.e. the singular point (v , ^ 0 » ° O 
is defined locally uniquely as a simple root of 6=0. 
Proof. We are to prove that the Jacobian of G at (v , A , oc ) does not 
vanish. 
In C13, Table 3.2, p. 204, there are listed the necessary and sufficient 
algebraic conditions upon (v , A , oc ) for oC to be the parameter of a univer-
sal unfolding g of h, provided that the singularity (v , A Q ) of h is classifi-
ed by one of the cases (i) - (vi). (The authors of [13 call it "the recogniti-
on problem for universal unfoldings".) What we have to do is very simple: For 
each of the particular cases (i) - (vi), one has to interpret the adequate 
condition in [13, p. 204, as the nondegeneracy condition for the Jacobian of 
the mapping G. 
For the sake of brevity, we shall treat only the case (vi). i.e., the a-
symmetric cusp, which seems to be the most troublesome: According to the quo-
ted result of [13, the germ g=g(v,A,oc) is a universal unfolding of h if 
and only if the 3x3 matrix (mind that cCft IR2) 
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M= tV-W-v.\\ 
is nonsingular at (vQ, A Q, oc0). 
The gradient of G at (vQ, bQ, ocQ) is the following 4x4 matrix: 
9V 9* 9* 
9VV » 9 V^ , 
N=| 9 v A , 9 ^ , 
k(detD
2g) v , (det D
2g)^ , (det D ^ , 
2 
Let us remind that g=9i =0, see Table 2. Moreover, since det D g=0 and 
g w 4 0 , we have 
^ v v ^ v A =0 
b9vA+9Ja =0 
where b= -g. » /g ; it is understood that g and its partial derivatives are 
evaluated at (v , ̂ 0 » o O » 
Multiply the first column of N by b and add it to the second column which 
2 2 T 
results in the vector (0,0,0,(det D g ) ^ +b(det D g) ) . It can be easily veri-
fied that the last component of this vector is just 
9vv ^ g(v +bt, aft+t,aGft) at t=0. Thus, 
d r ° 3 
det N=g w ^j g(vQ+bt, A +t, <*Q)[UQ det M 
dt 
which implies (see Table 3, (vi)) that det N4=0. 
It proves the regularity of G in the case (vi). The remaining cases can 
be treated similarly. 
Remark 1. If gvv=4
s-0 then the condition (vi) of Table 2 can be formulated 
as follows: 
(3.1) G(v0, A Q, t*o,b)=0, b e IRX 
for some b e L , where 
Thus, both the condition (vi) of Table 3 and the validity of (3.1) are 
equivalent to (vi) of Table 2 and Table 3. Moreover, if the assumptions of 
Proposition 1 hold then the above mapping G: IRjX IK,x IR2x 1R.—> IR5is regu-
lar at (v0,*0, c^.b), where b= -g v A/g y v at (vQ, A 0,oc Q). 
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Remark 2. So far in this Section we have assumed g: IR* IR, K (R. —^ ift 
** m 1 k m 
since we have identified both Ker F ( x ) and Q (Y) with Ife , see Section 2. 
u o m* 
Naturally, all the conditions of Table 2 and Table 3 and Remark 1 can be for-
mulated in terms of the original variable v eKer F (x ) of the mapping g: 
:Ker Fu(xQ) x IR^ fc^ Q
C(Y): 
Since m=l, we choose a fixed TJ, fr Fu(xQ), ^ + 0, and replace 
2 
V = 9yn » 9va := 9vA^ ' 9vv:= 9vv^ 
o 
(let us write gvv?) instead of g v v " ^ ^ ) ; 9 and its partials depend on 
(v, A,oc). Then the operators G of Table 2 act as follows: G=G(v,-* ,oc), 
G:Ker F (x ) xIR^xlK.—*[QC(Y)3 . Similar changes should be done in Remark 1. 4. Inflated mappings corresponding to singularities of codim ^ 2 , In 
this Section we are going to reformulate the defining conditions of Table 2 in 
terms of F and its partial derivatives. The idea of such a reformulation has 
already been mentioned in T2]. 
Convention. Any notion connected with a singular point (v , A , oc) of 
g in Section 3 is naturally transferred to the relevant singular point 
( v V *0>
of F-
We assume those singular points xQ=(u »A » oc ) of F which have codim -£2, 
see the above Convention. Recall that codim £2 implies m=l, i.e. L:U—-» R, 
(see Section 2). Thus, by definition, x has to satisfy 
(4.1) F(xQ)=0 
and 
(4.2) 3 ve U:Fu(xQ)v=0, Lv 4-0. 
We recall W= i vcU:Lv=0}. If a point ^ Q € U , L q o * 0 is given then Condi-
tion (4.2) is equivalent to 
(4.3) 3l l €W:F u(K o)n 1 +F u( X o)-rj o=0 
(namely, v^j+t]^). 
Note that (4.1) and (4.3) imply 
(4.4) 9=9^=0, "\=\+^0 
at<vV<V-
Proposition 2. A singular point x =(uQ, AQ, oc ) of codim ^ 2 satisfies 
the defining conditions (3.1) if and only if there exist b e R p ^i&W, i=1 »2> 
3,4, such that (uQ, 3Q,o60,b, ̂ 1, ^ 2 ' Uy'tJ is a root of an operator 
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y . U x R j X R ^ R j x I W D 4 — • L Y P 
which is defined as follows: Let i20sU, L i j + 0 be given. Then 
(4.5) 3 ' ( u , A , « , c , f x , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 ) = 
F \ 
M l ^ o ^ 
Fuf3+ ( e Fuuv + Fuuf2+ FuA>v ? , 
Fu « 4+c(Fuu f 2+Fu*>v+Fuu . 2 + 2 F u a V F.tt / 
where v:= £ 1 + ^ ; the values of F, F , F« , F(ill are understood to be evaluated * X 'O u .»A uu 
at (u , A,oC). 
The remaining components b, 17,, 122»
 t l3»7 l4 o f t h e r o o t n a v e * h e * ° 1 1 0 W -
ing interpretations: 
M l 
r, „ 2 
9vvn 
(4.6) b= - - У ^ 
(*-7) - n + ~ o e l C B r Fu(xo>> L ( : n 1
+ % ) * o 
(4 .8) oj2=w^ 
(••9) ^3 = ( b w vv 7 l + w v3i> 1 l 







; the operator w and its partial derivatives are evaluated at 
( T T
V*o><*o>-
Proof. Let x =(u , A , oo. ) be a singular point of codim .6 2. Then (4.1), 
(4.3) and (4.4) hold. Note that (4.1) and (4.3) represent two conditions that 
a root of IT, see (4.5), must fulfil. 
Let us fix i|,£Ker F u (
x
0 ^
 set+-in9 'Yl- \+7lQ' Tne differentiation of 
(2.2) at (TTu0, A Q, oCQ) by .A and v respectively gives 
(4.11) Q£ Fu w* +FA3 =0' L*A =0 
(4.12) QlFu* ( l+wv ) ]^ =0, Lwvn=0. 
Since Fy?J=0 then (4.12) implies 
(4.13) *y% =0. 
Taking into account (4.13), further differentiation of (2.2) yields 
(4.14) Q^uu^vv-n250' - V 7 ^ 0 
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(4.15) Q[Fuuwa +Fua+Fuwva]n=0, L w ^ =0 
(4.16) QtFuuw| +2Fuawa «fc ^ ^ -0, Lw^ =0. 





(4.19) B r t l ^ ^ ^ V v ^ 
(4.20) gM =Q
CCFuuw2 +f f , r t yF J U I f ^ . 
By virtue of (4.11) and (4.17), the condition g^ =0 is equivalent to the 
following one: 
(4.21) a-^feWjF^+Fa =0 
with the interpretation (4.8). 






It is simple to conclude from (4.14) - (4.20) that (4.22) and (4.23) res-
pectively are equivalent to the following conditions 
(4.24) 3 % 6W:Fu T,3+(bFuun ^ n 2 + F u A ) n = 0 
and 
(4.25) 3 ^ W:FU V b ( F u u V F u ^ ^ U U 1 2 + 2 F u ^ 2 + F M "-• 
The interpretation of both ru and i|* is clearly that of (4.9) and (4.10). 
Note that (4.1),(4.3),(4.21), (4.24),(4.25) mean that (uQ, bQ, oCQ,b, ijp 
*l2*?ly *-4̂  is a root °* 3* » see (4.5). The equivalence of (3.1) and the 
mentioned conditions were checked throughout. 
The proof is completed. 
Let us review the inflated mappings for the remaining cases (i) - (v) of 
Table 2. We shall omit the proofs because they are similar to that of Proposi-
tion 2. 
Proposition 3. A singular point x =(uQ, ft0, oCQ) of codim £2 satisfies 
the defining conditions (i) of Table 2 if and only if there exists i^eW 
such that (%> A Q J ^ O * ^l^ is a root of an operator 
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^ U x ^ x I R k x W - ^ L Y l 2 
which is defined as follows: Let * | 0 * U , L i 2 o * 0 be given. Then 
(4.26) # 0 1 , ^ , 0 0 , ^ ) = / | 
Uufl
+Fu%/ 
where F and Fy are evaluated at (u,A,cc). The component ^ is interpreted as 
(4.7). 
Proposition 4. A singular point x0=(uQ, A0,oc0) of codim £2 satisfies 
the defining conditions (ii) and (iii) of Table 2 respectively if and only if 
there exist ^ C W , ̂ 2
£ W sucn tnat ^uo' ̂ o» ̂ o' \f7l2* is a root of an °°e~ 
rator 
^ : U x R 1 x ( K k > < t W J
2 — * M 3 
which i s defined as follows: Let ^ 0
e U » lnfl0^
Q De Qiven. Then, for the cases 
( i i ) and ( i i i ) respectively, 
(4.27) « u , * f c c , § l f f 2 > . ( F u f 1 + F u 7 l o ) 
V Fuh+FA / 
and 
(4.28) ^(u.A.cCfp f2) =
 fuh*n% 
V Fuf2+Fuuv2 
where v:= fj+ 1JQ; F, Fu, F^, Fyu are evaluated at (u, A,oc). In both cases 






for the cases (ii) and (iii) respectively; the derivatives of M are evaluated 
atOTu 0,A 0,oc 0). 
Proposition 5. A singular point x=(u0,^0,oc0) of codim £2 satisfies 
the defining conditions (iv) and (v) of Table 2 respectively if and only if 
there exist 13 jC W, i=l,2,3 such that (uQ, 3 Q, oCQ, ̂ p ^ * '











where $ is defined as follows: Let riQ&U, L ^ 4-0 be given. Then, for the 
cases (iv) and (v) respectively, 























+ ( 3 F
u u * 2
+ F
u 





 a r e evalua
"
fced a t
 (u,A,oc). In both cases 
(iv) and (v), the component ^, is interpreted via (4.7). The component ^ 
means (4.29) and (4.30) respectively. The interpretation of 7^ is as follows: 
(4.33) n3= ЛvП2. n= Пi + П 0 
and 
(4.34) Пз= :иvvvП3' . n = n 1 + n 0 
гespectively 
A numerical application of Propositions 2 - 5 can follow the next recom­
mendation: Guess the kind of a singularity x of codim ---2 which is to be 
found, then choose the corresponding mapping $ and find its root. To this 
end it is vital to know that the root is simple (for Newton method to be ap­
plicable), i.e. that the gradient 0 ? of $ , being evaluated in the root, is 
continuously invertible, i.e. the mapping If is regular in the root. 
Theorem 1. The inflated mappings & given by (4.5),(4.26),(4.27),(4.28), 






, plus the 
relevant auxiliary variables) if and only if the corresponding mappings G (see 








Proof. We have already proved the above statement for the case (ii), 
see [23, Proposition 2. The remaining cases can be treated in the same way. 
Namely, the inverse to D
4
? can be constructed explicitly by means of the in-
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verse to 06. Since it involves just straightforward calculations, we believe, 
we could omit it here. 
Remark 3. Both Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 provide sufficient conditi-
ons for a root of & to be simple. 
5. Roots of inflated mappings. Suppose x =(u ,A , oc ) to be a singula-
rity of codim £ 2 . Let (u0>^0»<*0* Pl
u s *ne auxiliary variables) be the rele-
vant root of the inflated mapping & . The aim of this Section is to show 
that the auxiliary components of the root provide a useful piece of informa-
tion concerning the bifurcation diagram of the equation F(u, ̂ ,<* )=0, i.e. 
the solution set 
(5.1) S= 4(u,.5^)cU>clR1:F(u,^,oCo)=05-
Namely, a parametric description of S in a neighbourhood of (u , A ) can be 
obtained. 
We recall the notion of bifurcation equation (2.3). Since dim Ker Fu(x )= 
=1, choose i^eKer F (x ) , ̂  + 0, and substitute v:= v + t ^ , v^Tf^u , A -s 
:= ft + (a , oc:=oc into (2.3) for t and <w.e R,, assuming that |t| and \^\ 
are small enough. It is natural to set *i := ̂ , + 12 , see Propositions 2 - 5 . 
We have to specify Qc, see Section 1. It could be defined as follows: 
Let <• ,•> be the pairing of Y and its dual Y * . Denote F*(x ) the adjoint 
operator to Fu (x Q). Scale rf c Ker Fj(uQ) such that < ^ , T ^ » > = 1 . If yfcY 
then define 
Q cy=<y, n*>il . 
The means of identification of both Ker Fu(xQ) and Q
C(Y) with E , are 
obvious now. It is natural to define h: IK,xR, — * ffc, such that 
h(t, ̂ ) = <9(v0+t^, j\Q+ ft, «x0), ir*>. 
Clearly, the solution set \f to the equation 
(5.2) h(t,(u)=0 
is locally isomorphic with the solution set S, (5.1). The isomorphism is rep-
resented by the following formulas: 
(5.3) u=TTu0+tn+w(TTu0+tn, *Q+ p , ^ 
(5.4) ^ = ^ 0 + <* 
for t, (-teJRp |t| and If4'! small enough. 
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The point is that some terms of Taylor expansion 
c t2 2 
(5.5) w(TTu0+tii, *Q+t*,*cQ)=Vl V ^ V I ^ A + T wvv^ * 
2 
+ t(aw .12 + Or- *j& + higher order terms (h.o.t.) 
are given by components of the root to $ . Here and in the sequel, the opera-
tors w and g and their partials are understood to be evaluated at 
(TTu0, % , oCQ). The operator F and its partials are evaluated at (u , X , <x ). 
We shall demonstrate the idea on an example only: Suppose that x is a 
point of a pitchfork bifurcation. Thus, due to our definition in Section 3, 
the conditions (iv) of both Table 2 and Table 3 hold. They are equivalent to 
the assumption 
(5.6) h(t,<a)=at3+b(at+c<a2+ h.o.t. 
where a-b+O, 
<5-7> a-z<%vVn\n*> • b=<g v a T,n*>,
 C = I % ' ^ > ' 
Qualitative analysis (see e.g. [1], Proposition 9.2, p. 95) yields that 
the solution set $f to (5.6) consists (locally) of two smooth branches ^,= 
= i(t,(a):t=t(<a), |(a| small^ and ^2=-{(t,(a): <a = <a(t), |t| small? where 
both functions t(<u) and p<(t) are smooth, t(0)= (O(0)=0. Substituting the 
functions t=t(<a) and /u= ft(t) respectively into (5.2), one obtains the follo-
wing expansions: 
(5.8) t((a)= -§<*+0(p 3) 
(5.9) (U,(t)= - | t2+0(t3) 
The local isomorphism (5.3), (5.4) implies that S consists (locally) of 
two smooth branches S,, S2; the branch S. being isomorphic with f̂.. Applying 
Proposition 5 (namely the interpretations otf 17., -n2, r^J) to (5.5), and tak-
ing into account (4.13), one can read (5.3) as follows: 
t2 ? 
(5.10) u=uQ+t7}+ (a->22+ -|~ ̂ 3+0(t(U)+0((a*)+ h.o.t. 
i 
Formulas (5.10), (5.4) and the expansions (5.8), (5.9) are ready to supp-
ly a local approximation to branches S, and S2. Of course, the approximation 
relies upon the constants a, b, c(see (5.6)) we have not fixed yet. 
Let us note at this place that the constants a, b, c participate in the 
gradient DG which is connected with the gradient D$ of the inflated mapping 
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$ . Since the gradient D ^ is evaluated in the course of Newton iterations, 
the constants a, b, c (namely, their approximations) are cheeply available as 
a by-product. Thus the following calculations could be economised. 
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Again, both w -n
2
 and w^ are to be replaced by 17-3 and TJ
2
 respectively. 
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We just proved 
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, vi*,) be the relevant root of the mapping 
# , see (4.31). Then the solution set S, see (5.1), consists (locally) of two 
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d the constants a, b, c are given by (5.12). 
Solution sets S for the remaining singularities of codim ̂  2 can be ap­
proximated similarly following the above example, see 173. 
Remark 4. As we have already hinted, the gradient D .f provides the lea­
ding terms of the equation (5.2) which contributes to a description of the 
solution set S. Let us note that D& is a source of much more complex infor­
mation. For example, one can approximate transition sets (see [13, Chapter 
III) of the bifurcation problem F(u,Pv,oc)=0 or one can (qualitatively) des­
cribe all the solution sets S^ = -\(u,A ):F(u, ̂  ,oc)=0} for cc being close to 
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o6D, etc. We shall discuss it elsewhere (we refer to [7J for a preliminary 
version of the mentioned results). 
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